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Modernized Tor di Valle District Heating Plant in Rome Completed Ahead of 
Schedule with Advanced and Efficient Technologies 
 

 This project is an excellent example of how European utilities and municipalities can modernize 

their combined heat and power plants with highly efficient, sustainable, reliable and profitable gas 

engine technology. 

 This is the first time that GE’s J920 FleXtra technology has been selected to modernize an existing 

gas-fired CHP power plant. 

 The turnkey project, completed ahead of schedule, was designed and delivered by a consortium 

made up of GE and CEFLA. 

 

ROME—November 28, 2017—GE (NYSE: GE) and CEFLA SC have completed ahead of schedule - and by 
applying advanced and efficient technologies - the modernization of the ACEA Tor di Valle CHP plant in 
Rome featuring two of GE’s Jenbacher* J920 FleXtra gas engines. The combined heat and power (CHP) 
plant will supply heat to about 40,000 residential customers in Rome. The electrical power will be used at 
ACEA ATO2’s sewage treatment plant, and the surplus electricity can be exported to the power grid. 
 
These are the first two 50 Hz, 9.5 MW J920 FleXtra units in commercial operation in Italy. In addition, the 
ACEA Tor di Valle district heating project marks the first time that GE’s J920 FleXtra technology has been 
selected to modernize an existing power plant. With the downsizing of the plant and the installation of 
two highly efficient J920 FleXtra CHP solutions, 16,000 tons of CO2 emissions can be saved annually. 
 
The modernized CHP plant was designed and delivered by a consortium made up of GE and CEFLA, with 
GE providing the Jenbacher J920 FleXtra generator sets, related engineering and associated balance-of-
plant equipment. CEFLA developed the engineering aspects of the plant, providing project management, 
ensuring plant supplies, and taking care of all plant installation, including the civil infrastructure.  
 
ACEA’s new district heating plant consists of two J920 FleXtra CHP units plus three auxiliary boilers and 
associated district heating systems. The engines will produce 19 MW of electrical power and about 15 
MW of thermal power, achieving more than 80% total efficiency. Three additional gas boilers will produce 
another 70 MW of thermal power to cover peak heat load demands, and heat storage tanks will allow 
heat to be buffered for off-peak demand. The combination of gas engines producing power and heat with 
heat storage and gas boilers reduces the environmental impact of this new cogeneration plant and makes 
it more efficient than the power plant it replaced. 
 
"This major Tor di Valle project has been a huge challenge, but we managed to complete it ahead of 

schedule and start up the first engine four months ahead of the original timetable,” said Roberto Cocchi, 

managing director of the CEFLA Plant Solutions business unit. “Not only did we meet the contractual 

timeline, but we stayed ahead of it—a huge success!  That was the outcome of smooth teamwork 

between the three main project players. Meticulous project optimization made the process as simple as 

possible, and we’ve continued that with regard to its subsequent maintenance. We also paid extreme 

attention to building stability, which we succeeded in raising to seismic resistance level 4.” 

The people involved with the three companies were instrumental in the project’s success, he said. “In 

particular the men on site worked in concert and contributed to achieving this important goal before the 
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onset of winter. It's here, in fact, that we see ‘the power of working together’. That's certainly true of the 

people at Cefla and equally so for the CEFLA-General Electric consortium that built this impressive Tor di 

Valle plant for Acea.” 

The project includes a multiyear service agreement for the two J920 FleXtra engines. GE’s myPlant* Asset 

Performance Management solution will actively monitor all key engine parameters. myPlant analytics can 

predict component life, allowing operators to move from a proactive maintenance schedule to a 

Condition Based Maintenance approach.  

“In Europe, we are seeing rising demand for more flexible energy systems in the CHP segment and for the 

modernization of existing gas- or coal-fired cogeneration power plants under the European climate 

policy,” said Carlos Lange, president of GE’s Distributed Power business. “We are pleased to collaborate 

with Cefla to commission this decentralized power plant ahead of time and offer more operating flexibility 

to ACEA. .” 

GE and Cefla will help ACEA balance the supply of energy by integrating the engines with a thermal energy 

storage system. This will help ensure a continuous supply of heat without running the engines in off-peak 

periods or during periods that already have enough electricity supply from renewables.   

* Indicates a trademark of the General Electric Company. 

About CEFLA Plant Solutions 

For more than 80 years, Cefla Plant Solutions has designed, built and maintained complex civil and 

industrial plant engineering systems and, for more than 30 years, worked in the energy sector as a 

provider of natural gas energy co-generation plants, heat recovery systems and gaseous flow purification 

systems. In the civil and industrial plant engineering fields, as in the energy production and oil and gas 

sectors, Cefla is also a provider of both technological and global services.  

For more information, visit the company's website at ceflaplantsolutions.com    

About CEFLA 

Cefla is a multi-business Italian group, founded in 1932 in Imola (Bologna) where it has its main offices 

and several manufacturing facilities. The group does business all over the world and has some 30 facilities 

(of which about half engage in manufacturing) in numerous countries. Cefla operates in specific business 

areas: Cefla Plant Solutions (plant engineering in the civil, industrial and energy sectors); Cefla Shopfitting 

(shop equipment and personalized solutions for retail outlets); Cefla Finishing (machines and complete 

plants for coating and finishing); Cefla Medical Equipment (for the dental and medical sectors); and C-LED 

(company specializing in the development of LED technology). 

For more information, visit the company's website at Cefla.com  

Follow Cefla on @wearecefla Twitter, Linkedin, Facebook, Instagram. 

Cefla’s strength stems from its founding principles: strategic vision, long-term planning, investment in 

technology and innovation, equity-related and financial solidity. Corporate website: cefla.com 
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About GE’s Distributed Power business 

GE’s Distributed Power business is a leading provider of engines, power equipment and services focused 
on power generation and gas compression at or near the point of use. Distributed Power offers a diverse 
product portfolio that includes highly efficient, fuel-flexible, industrial gas engines generating 100 kW to 
10 MW of power for numerous industries globally. In addition, the business provides life cycle support for 
more than 35,000 gas engines worldwide to help our customers meet their business challenges and 

success metrics—anywhere and anytime. Backed by our service providers in more than 100 countries, 
GE‘s global service network connects with our customers locally for rapid response to their service needs. 
GE’s Distributed Power business is headquartered in Jenbach, Austria. 
 

About GE Power 

 

GE Power is a world energy leader that provides technology, solutions and services across the entire 

energy value chain from the point of generation to consumption. We are transforming the electricity 

industry by uniting all the resources and scale of the world’s first Digital Industrial company. Our 

customers operate in more than 150 countries, and together we power more than a third of the world to 

illuminate cities, build economies and connect the world.  

For more information, visit the company's website at www.gepower.com. Follow GE Power on 

Twitter @GE_Power and on LinkedIn at GE Power. 

  

About GE 

GE (NYSE: GE) is the world’s Digital Industrial Company, transforming industry with software-defined 

machines and solutions that are connected, responsive and predictive. GE is organized around a global 

exchange of knowledge, the "GE Store," through which each business shares and accesses the same 

technology, markets, structure and intellect. Each invention further fuels innovation and application 

across our industrial sectors. With people, services, technology and scale, GE delivers better outcomes for 

customers by speaking the language of industry. www.ge.com 
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For more information, contact: 

Susanne Reichelt 

GE’s Distributed Power     

+43 664 80833 2382 

susanne.reichelt@ge.com 

   

Beatrice Brusa 

Cefla sc 

+39 339 3416469 

+39 0542653602  

beatrice.brusa@cefla.it  


